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👉🏻 The name Odia originated from Odra or Udra tribes that
inhabited the central coastal belt (Khurda district and Nayagarh
district) of modern Odisha. Udra is the Pre-Historic name of
Odisha while Odisha is the modern name of the ancient Kalinga
Empire.
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👉🏻 Odisha or Odra Desa, Udra, Kalinga as called during ancient
period has a rich history where many strong dynasties emerged.
Human history in Odisha dates back to Lower Paleolithic era as
many archaeological sources have been excavated from different
regions of Odisha. The Political history opens with the rule of
Nandas. The Nandas ruled Magadha and were among the first to
integrate Kalinga into their empire in 350 BC.
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👉🏻The Mauryan dynasty under Emperor Asoka fought the famous Kalinga
War in 260 BC. This war transformed Ashoka. Next came the Chedi dynasty
in around 100 BC, which was followed by Muranda dynasty. The Gupta
dynasty established its control in 350 AD and divided Kalinga into four
principalities. During Gupta period, Sub-regional kingdoms emerged. The
Matharas, Nalas, Parvatadvarkas, Mehas, Vindyatavis and Sarbhapuriyas.
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👉🏻 Some kingdoms that emerged after the Gupta period were Virgrahas,
Mudgalas and Mandala states. Sailodbhava Dynasty emerged in 553 AD and
continued for around 130 years. Next was Bhauma-Kara dynasty established
in first half of 8th century AD. It had many women rulers. The Somavamsi
dynasty was established in middle of 10th century AD and continued its rule
for 300 years. It is the last dynasty formed in ancient Odisha, after which
came the era of medieval empires.

Historical Names of Odisha
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Odisha has been named by the following names during historical period:
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Kalinga- According to Puranas and Mahabharata, it was named after the prince
Kalinga son of king Bali and Queen Sudesna.
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Utkala- According to Mahabharata, Utkala was a part of Kalinga. Karna have conquered
the kingdom of Utkala. Utkala included Northern part of Kalinga. Mahakantara This
name was found during Gupta period. It is usually identified with modern day Kalahandi
and Jeypore region.
Udra It was the kingdom which included coastal region of Odisha.
Odra -This name was given after Odra tribe. The hilly kingdom between Kalinga and
South Kosala was the Odra land.

Oddiyana- This name was mentioned in Buddhist texts. According to some scholars, it is
referred to Odisha.
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Kamala- Mandala It means Lotus regions. It was named for the region of Narla in
Kalahandi.
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South Kosala- It was named for the modern day Chhattisgarh and Western parts of
Odisha. According to Ramayana, one of Rama’s son, Kush ruled South Kosala.
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Kongoda - This name was found on a copper plate in Ganjam district.

Trikalinga - This name was found on copper plates in Sonepur. It literally means three
Kalingas and referred to the three states of Kalinga, South Kosala and Kongoda.
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Tosali - It was named for a city including subdivision of Kalinga during Asoka period
The capital of Tosala has been placed in modern day Dhauli.
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Odivissa - This name was referred in Buddhist texts for Odisha.
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Jajnagar - This name was used for Odisha in some texts like Tarikh-i-Nasiri, Tarikh-i-Firuz
Shahi, etc.
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Orrissa – Modern Name Of odisha

Odisha- In 2012 orrissa converted name into odisha

